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THINKEIG SKILLS s MEANINGS t MODELS AN 14A.TERIAIIS

Introduction

Of the many tasks that confront pdticators in planning for thinking

Akils in the curriculum, few are mors:critical than determining What is
0

meant. by
.

thinking or developing a model.of the thinking'processes to guide
I -

1
-.

the development of.a full educational program. . 9development

Currently, thereis a great deal of-interest in improving student

,thinking abilities, but there is also ad great deal of confusion about What.

thinking is, what kinds of experiences or.programs advance it, and ,what.
.

.. /

.. implications such efforts have for school lierionnel. and policies. ''

There is no singular glossy of thinking skills. Nor i$\there an
c

absolvte surefire model that comprehensively accounts for the devalOpment
. .

.
'N.

and description of the ways thinking interrelates.with information ,

acquisition, knowledge gederatioll, or systematic reasoning. .There are many

researchers pursuing the development and instruction of thinking; theye are.

.

alsa various programg deliberately designed to teach for thinking enhance-

ment in elementary anesecondary schools. This section seeks to provide a:

gl'assary of working definitionp of thinking skills and same 'practical

. models to help form a taxonomy to explain the working relationships among-'

different levels and different kinds of thought.proeesses. Citations to

current research and produCts are made in the interest.of'encouraging

readers to examine directly the literature and materials available and the

various programs currently on-the mtirket.

a
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Definitions of Essential Thinkinkaills

I 4,

Thiaing is geneyally,assumed to be a cognitive process, a mental

act by which knOWledge is acquired. Although cognition may account. for

several ws that s9mething may'come.to be known -- as in perception,

, .

reasoang, and. intuition -- the current emphasis on thinking skills mainly

a'

emphasizes-reasoning as a major cognitive °focus.

.

Consider, for example, 'the following definitiohs of thinking:

Thinking is,def 'ed as the mentatderiVation of
mental elements (thoughts) from perAptions and

*the mental, manipulation /combination of.these,

thoughts. '

''ob Thinking is the mental ishipulation'of-sensory
inp ;o formulatethoughts,'reason aboUt, or

judge.',

Thinking cant,4efinqd as$ . the extension of

evidence ,in accordukth that evidence so as to
fill .up gaps. in the evidence : and this is done by

moving through flituccessibv)f interconnected '

stepi which may be states at-the,time, or'leet
till later to be stated. )

There are several interesting aspects iinderyinsthest definitions o

k

thinking. Thinking processes are, related to other kinds of'behavior and

reotuire.active4involvement on the part bf the thinker. Theie are notable

,

products of thinking -- thoughts, knowledge, reasons -- and hi4hir

.processes, like judging, can also be, generated. There are co plea

relationships developed through thinking, as 1.1 tfe use of evidence over

time, These relationships may be interconnected into some kind of an

organized strucv and'may(be expressed by the thinker in a variety.of

ways. If anything, these definitions indicate thinking is a' complex and

p.

I
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reflective endeavor, and a creative experience for tl individual involved.

Such meanings are highly reminiscent of John Dewey's original 1910

writing!
4

--
-

Current literature on thinking presents multiple lists of cognitive -

°processes that'can.bet considered.thinking'skills. There is,a dahier in

confusing'one level of thinking WIth"another in terms of its power or

,signifipance. Beyer stresses it is important to define skills accurately
1. .N\

and'su$gests reviewing the C'areful scholarship of researchers 1/ke Bloom,

Cup.ford,and Feuerstein in terms of determining useful definitionh.5 If

efinitionsare cle#rly stated, he maintains, one would not confuse

4

distinctly different processtes like inquiry and simple recall. 'Further-

more, consistent with other researchers of cognitive processes, Beyer

distingtishes between lower,. 'essentiai). skills'and complex, .multiple

r

prodessstrategies that involve numerous skills. For example, there is ,a

great difference, between picking.Adent al examples'of a particular ingect
"7

and finding the antidote.tos,the sting of the sameiasect; One task

involves the basic processes of identification and, comparison; the other

requires multiple, sophisticated, replicable, anteequencedusteps of

problei solving. b 4
01,

) 'What are the basic or essential skills of thinking? Nickerson suggests -

no one taftnomy.exiits.6 Educators would be ,wise he advises, to select

abilities that. represent what they want students to be ableto do and
-

incorporate these particular skills into their curricula and school programs.

Researchers' lists, some relatively old as educational li5erature goes, tuvhd '

. .

be the basis of puchselections. Consider, for example, the categories VE

A
S
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. - -
skillssuggested by Bloom et all. and Guilford

8
over twdnty-five years ago: .

7 .

......

a
ti

Blool's Taxonomy
. Knowledge

Comprehension
Application .

Analysis
Synthesis s.

Evaluation

Guilford's Structure of Intellect .

Units
Classes
Relations
Systeta
Transformations
Implicatione

Each of Bloom'acognit;ve categories includes a list of a variety of

thinking skills. They are expressed ctive verbs to indicate the kind

of behavidr students are to perform as the objectives or goals'of specific

leatning tasks. . For example:- ./

Knowledge define, recognize, recalli identify, label,
understand,' examine, show, Collect.. , e

. .Comprehension; translate, interpret, eicplain; /describe, su4parize,

extrapolate:

Application:

Analysis;

Synthesis:

. Evaluate:

Some of these tasks'

apply, soly,,,experiment,,show, predict.

.connect, relate,, differentiate, clapify; arrange,
check, group, distinguish, organize, categorize, -

detect, compare, infer.

-froduce,'propose, design,q)lan, combine, formulate, .

compose, hypotheside; construct.

recognizing a:particular object is a "units"Akill, showing a group of

colored objecta is an "application" teak, kcsrming a

out of six match sticks is a "systems" task similar

appraise, judge, criticize, decide.

are also_ evident in Guilrd's six categories:

similarly

,structure

geometric

to Bloom's

synthesis. In both researchers' work, there are some unstated dimensions
0

to the 'thinking skills sequence. Tasks generally move from simpler to
..

complex operations, froi more observable and concrete to abstract

dimensions, and from an emphasis on working with known materials toward

4
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creating or ihventriig new, previously .unknownn,approaches or =aerials.

Guilford is intereitedin both convergent and divergent operations and his
.

ultimate goal is a ttiorough exposition of the nature of intelligence.

,

In the years glace the inetial work of Bloom and Guilfdrd, a greater

concern for the develppmental appropriateness of task/ or thinking skills'

has emerged. Hudgin's study of thinking and learning eiphasizes'Piaget's

research on the development of thinking processes as the child grows

intellectually.
9

There is an assumption in thid research that there is a

regular sequence to childreescognitive development, but notprecisely in

'or .

direct age-correlates. When youngsters enter school they are mostly
9. *

"preoperational" or dominated by their perceptions, _Suggests the great

10 ie I
Swiss epistemologist. Gradually they developsyttematic explications or

"6ncrete" rules for resolving conflictiug.situations or'explainiqg i:Verse

phenomena; conceptualizations are'formed. By the.early teens, most,

_students develop abilities to vary interppetations or descriptions in

aLstract form and.to construct' "f`Ormal" explanations of ca'u'se and effect..4
, . /

Higher forms of cognitive operations are deve ped. Somehow,,says Hudgins,

12, curriculum needs to reiate

to this deVelowlental and cumulative sequenr, as well as tote empirical

the scope of thinking skills expressed in a

/
1 research that it. represents. The relationships of

particularoubject.

,.r. .
.., N

matter to.the specific skilleto be' leirned tay also be of devellopMental

consequence.

Another issue regarding essential thinking skills is'the concern for

various modes of thinking that are

types of symbol systems pertain to
0

available to the learner.

6 ,

this concern. Much school

I. 5

4

bifferent

learning'
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involves linguistic or verbal abilities as well as quantitative, nuarical

reasoning. Spatial or visual depictions ofl mental proaeasing_currently

seem to be becoiing more significant to ins truction, ',specially with the

'advent of video t!hnoltigies in the olassroOm environment. How do. these .

. sl

different modalities or modes of thinking influence cognitive development?,

at is in open research question stiii%tobe answered. But the testing of

cognitive abilities aireidy reflects the appreciation of multipfemodes of

thinking,to the instructional process and the learning pf essential

thinking skills: The Developing Cognitive Abilities Testis designed

around a content format that uses Blodhes.Takonomy,!ind a three-mode

organization of content -- Verbal., quantitative, and spatial ---for grade .

3-12 subjects.
11

Ideally, then, there are a hest of i4didates for a basic,or essential

.thinking skills taxonomy. In planniWg a +rrictilar sequence, it would be
o 0 I

0

wise to be concerned with the_ developmental level of the learners, the mode

o2.presenting,the.classroom information,. and the subject matters u timately

to be related to. At least five categories of thinking skil = meri

consideration. Drawing,frOm Bloom and Guilford's work, the following. model
si

is sugested as a basic framework for a fist-order operational taxonomy;

the definitions of the categories of'essential skills ethOhtisized are noted.

,
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CAUSATION.- eptoblihhiag cause and effect,Issessment.

Predictions
Inferences
JUdgmenti

, IValuations
. .,

,

.1

el

TRANSFORMATIONS - relating im,090 to unknown charactetiatics,
.:1

. . .

.
.

. . .,/

. Areatink meanings' ,

,

Analogies
Metaphors ,

Loglcal inductions

RELATIONSHIPS -.detecting regular operations.

o

Part. and Wholes', Patterns AP

Analysis and, Synthesis

Sequence. ..ad Order
Logical deductions f

MASSIF/CATION,- docroliming common qualities'

Similarities and Differences
Grouping and Sorting; Comparisons
Either/or-distinitions

QUALIFICIATION - findi Uni ue charlicieristics

Dnits or basic identity
Definitions, facts
Problem/taikprecognition

"CURB

AMODIO. OF THINK!
BASIC PROCRS

a

ILLS:

r

AS1 CO m AVAILABLE

i

I
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Complex Thinking Processes

)

If'the five dategories'suggested suffice as the essential thinking
.

is, what are the'more complex processes that are also concerns of .

eking skills programs? Tbese are the "macro-process-strategies" that
41:4

are based; on the essential, skille4but use them to a particular purp si.'
0

. .

Cohen.distinguishes'irocesses that, rely on external stimuli and seek o be

i
productive, such as mak g judgments or .problem resolution, from proces ay.__

.

. . .

that depend about 'equally on external and,internal stimuli and isa to bid.

creative;
12

He suggests, then, at least four different compl4ithinking ,.,...x,

0

proceehes:.

, Problem Sblving - dsing basics thinking: processes to
resolve a known or defined difficulty; assemble facts
about the difficulty and deterMineadditional
information needed; infer otsuggesr alternate
solutions and teat themfor appropriateness;
'potentially reduce to ailopler levels of explanation and
eliminate disctipancies; provide.solution che'cks for
generalizable valtie.

Decision' Making - 'using basic thinking process to
choose a best response among several coftions; assemble
information needed in a toPic area; compare advantages/
disadvantages of alternatidW approachw deteimine what
additional inforiation is required; judge the most° ;

effective response and be Able-to, justiffit.

critical,Thinking.- using basic thinking processes to.
analyze arguments and generate insight into particular''
meanings'and interpretations; tb develpfcoheeive,,.
logialreasoning patterns and understand.assumptions
and biases underiying,particular pdOitions; to attain A
credAle, concisp,sand convincing style of
presentation. .,

4

0
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Creative Thinking- u ing basic thinking protesses to
.develop"or invent n el,aesthetic, constructive ideas

. Air products, related to' percepts as well as' concepts,

and stressing the intuitive aspects of tanking as much
as the rational. Emphasis is placed musing known

. ., information or material-to generate the posilble, as
well as to elaborate on the thinker's original
perspective.

e

;t5

These complex processes obviously.draw on the underlying essential

" 'skills and elaborate upon the*. Certain of the essentialIkillsmay be

r.

more significant to one complex process than others,.ebdt current re search
J 4

I

has not clarified a discrete understanding'of such relationships.. What

seems most important is that young learners develop competence n the

essential skills during the early ytars of schooling, and thdn middle

or junior high school -- begin to be introduced to the mbre complex.

processes In specificpC'ontent matter that is fairly closely related to the

Use of such skills.

One of the potential observations to be made about learning Kigh'er.

order skills or complex thinking processes is that late middle school or

early junior high school is a most appropriate time for,such instruction..

The growing cognitive capacities of the ado 'cot learner offer ripe

It opportunities for the challenge o yore complert-thinking. Recent research

--'
'on adolescent develomed attests to this occurence.

13
, Elementary

'4

-yohngsters can-henefit from early exposure to,varied thinking processes and

to differeht medisof presentation,but probably can only approach more

'complex sequences as, they gain experience and as they apply similar skills

in multiple content areas. Beyer suggests an effective thinking skills
0

'curriculum will introduce-only a limited number of!kil.ls at varticular..

12

I
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grade level, teach these across all appropriate 'content areas, and varsthe

rie
me4ia'and contents ,of presentation. Subsequent grades should enlarge the

,
.

thinking skills.base and provide additional and mare elabOiate application0

.

of skills alr1eady introduced.

I

It also may be'possible that'Some of the complex thinking processesi, ,. ,

are more releVant to dertain, subject areas .than to others. For example,

Problem Solving thinking skills seem ideal for mathematics or science

. .

'instruction. may be useful for social studies and

;
A'

vocational studi ; Criticaltahinking may be relevant, or the debate team

or the language arts class, es well as for the'Problems of Democracy or

AmeriCan government course. Creative Thinking might enhance all subjects,

as well as be particularly meaningful to the art, music, or literature

programs. The pointoto be made is that the goals orthe specific complex

process and the objectivea_for learning in the particular subject area

should be patallel and.reinforcimg.

A suggested model of complex thinkingprocesses,4Tesented in Figure

2. The relationship of any one, process to the underlying essential skills

is tentaLiVely drawn.and is relative'to the skills presented in Figure 1.

If there are other potential complex processes to consider, one might

examine how these compare to the four strategies presented in terms of

underlying characteristics and ultimate outcomes.

10

13
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Metacognition and Thi4Ang

A useful t#xunomy of thinking today mu somehow account for meta-
/

cognitive aspects of the current thinkykg skills "movement." "'Meta-

,'

cognition refers to one's knowledgiconcerning one's own cognitive

processes and products."15 The chief idea involved in metacognition is

that learners must actively monitorPtheir.use of thinking processes and

/ 41

regulate them according to the objectives of heir cognition. Henle

considers such regulation the essence.of autonomous self-education.16

. Coke suggests,that this Ability to "know what we know andlwhai we don't
,,

1,

know" is a uniquely human"trait, but not necessarily otie that all adults

acquire. He proposes metacogniiive skills as a key attribute of formal

thinking or higher process skills tnstiHttion.
17

Healso stresses that the

teacher's classroom methodology must constructively deal with

0

metacognition. Other writers maintain metacoilitive skills are also,

4

significant'factors cin developing subject-skilled performers.

One'of the most salient characteristics of metacognition is that it
o

involves growing consciousness or awareness. One can become more aware of

the thinking processes themselves and their specific procedures,, as well as

more conscious of oneself as a thinker and performer. Learners can acquire,

an understanding of what-the various thinking processes are, so as better.

to understand and'apply them. Some researchers suggest that is why,

initially, thinking skills, should be taught directly and in relatively

content -free situations.
18

Thee are two main dimensions°to metacognitive thinking. The first is

task-oriented; it has t do with monitoring'ehe d ada). pettdrmante of a
414

12 15



.skill. The aecopd dimension ulp strategic; it relates to informatidnAbout

using a particular skill in a particular, circumstance end being. aware of

getting the most inforlitive feedback promsarrying out, a particular

strategy. Figura 3 'elaborates on these dimensions:

'4

Monitoring Task
Performance

.11

METACOGNITION

i .

Keeping place, sequence

Detecting and correcting max

Pacing of work

C.

'electing and Ufterstendins'
Appropriate Strata:I .

focusin attention on what
is needed

misting whet is known to
material to be isaroed

Meting the correctness of p

strategy

greeter accuracy of performance

t more powerful ability to complete

thinking processes..

PlairKS 3:

0

tl

"A 1pm Op METACOGNITIVS TKUKING:SKILLS

4
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One can see that monitoring task, erformance involve/a the learner in
0

0
4

watching his/her ownactigity. Students, cannot tell if they eve at the

right place if they are not aware Of the assigned task and the directions

for completing it. They might be advised to discriminate sub-goals of 8

task and relate these to ultimate objectlies: in mathematics problems

involving 'reeding, for instance, students might, identify addition or

subtraction as an appropriate operation priot to going on to work throligh

the problem and actually, determine a final answer. Detecting errora while

working may involve checking or proofreading,, re- reading passages'

recalculating or retranslating matetial. Allocating time acrosp work or
1,

.

checking coverage in quilitiative dimensions -- "Have I completed.in

''extensive enough outline ?" --Aareraspect.P.of pacing the Completion" of an

x'
ass4nment.. The metacognitive tit:nig is that any and Ill of these,

s
behavior's can enhance the successrulness of the particular task 1

performance. These are also the behavior' often considered in sound study,

'skills pr6grams.
1

In tern 6',of selecting appropriate 'strategies to work by, metacognition

suggests the first order of learning is to recognize the particular problem

.1

. and know what information'is needed to resolve it and where to obtain such.

information. Through such consideration, the student comes to,recognize

the limitations of the learning and the ultimate bOundaries of the solution

being sought. Sternberg considers these the' "executive processes" of sound

reasoning.
19

Flavell refers to the various aspects of information

retrieval in learning to think -- remember,' monitor, and update information

-- and draws,parallels between classroom le/irking loith experiences

invol.ving thinking in the 'world outside school." Hanle suggests that

14

.1i

17
.;1
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recognizing what' is understood and to what degree ultimately helps the

lespler come to terms with the power of hislher,own thoughts'. Consider,

for. example, how important? it is to *know the difference between. a wild

guess, 6n informed guess, an hypothesisoan intuition, and a statement Of

. . 4

fact. Finally, testing the correctness of a strategy prOVides the thinker

with the opportunity to apply varying sesof evaluative criteria and,: to

determine if,, in 'fact, the right approach ing employed:., It presents

the learner with. the explicit chance to easels the initial selection
.

of .

strategy, as well, as to develop.insight into potentially better choice.
-\

More holistic understanding of strategy and the development of fluency or,

\

competence in a particular strategy are involved in this type of learning.
.\

From the metacognitive viewpoint, the thinker betomelra more autonomous'

learner as these &kills are developed and refined,

Programs and Thinking Skills Material,

This section would not.be,complete if the'cognitive-and metacognitive

thinking skills discucied are not related somehow to actual programs and

specific content.materiale that are available for teething thinking. The

school practitioner ultimately is concerned with how thinking akills.are
\

instruction, staff preparation, anchto the particular

1(

the_ schools curriculum, and all -these concerns must

material.

related to. classroom

courses that make up

relate to available

'In,this area, the first consideration is to realize the variety of

materials and programs that currently existin the expandthg area.of

thinking skilla. Some "programs" are only initial, plans or basic politiep
.. N 4

0

.

developed by state departments of education or the central office of a

13 18
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district for infusing thinking skills into the existing-curriculum. Some

.programi ire designs for teaching specific,' essential,processes across

'existing courses or focusing' on one or more complex processes as, a main

a

themeof interdisciplinary curriculum development. Finally, some programs

are published, packapid Products reflecting a cotside'rable investment in

iaterials aciluisftionand staff development.

Several states have launched thinking skills initiatives through tileir

curriculum" evelopmerii.or,statewide Oisessment%functions: Vermont,
:

California, Maryland, Pennsylvinia,,and New Jersey are sponsoring such

programs which stress a variety of both essential and 'complex proces,ses of .

thinking. The critical ihinkiig emphasis'in California extends to higher.

L

educatioi as well as to project(' in elementary and secondary schools. The

statewide assessment testi4 in Pennsylvania and New'Jersey includes

sections or items on analysis, reasoning, critical thinking, and problem. 1

solving. Many school districes.have begun thinking. skillS projects that

reflect theiroown interests and needs: Pittsburgh developed a program

O

r

emphasizing the processes of summarizing, classifying,.infcringo, and

evaluating Baltimore is working on essential process skills cast

throughout the curriculumsin large measure based on Bloom's taxonomy;

Detroit is part of a national 'Study sponsored by the CollegeBoard focusing..

on the needs of disad4antaged youngsters in mastering Critical,Thinking.

Published programs reflect the various emphases that can characterize,

thinking skills design. Many of these programs are discusses in recent.

issues of EducationalLeadershio.
22, 23

Programs like Feuerstein's

Instrumental EnriChtent focus on the essential proeess4s, in particular to

modify the cognitive'development of low, achieving students. Some programs

-
4.:

16
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'fodus'on ,one of the complex prdcesses and provide materials for a range of

student development in that approach. Lipman's Philosophy "fort Children

stresses critical thinking; while deBono's..CoRT materials emphasize

creative thinking. Meeker's Structure of Intellect (Sal) 'Program is

organized on GliiIfores full model of intelligence,and foctisei'on critical

a

.1_

thifiking.processes. Other programs provide'a foundation in the tasic-----

processes and then go on to develop one or,move-, ,the.comPlex strategies:

Bolt .13eranek and Newman's eredOiiIntelligerece provides a base in

reasoning and develops units 'on problem solving, decision making, and

inventive thinking. Innovative Science's Strategic Reasoning is built on
9

six essential skills as a foundation for ultimately developing problem

solving ability.

A second consideration of great importance to understanding thinking

skills materials is the role of subject mltter in instruction that
O

emphasizes thinking. Many programs focus on the actual processei of

thinking; few have yet articulated the relationship of those processesto

41.

the content and methodology of scholarly disciplines taught in the school's

curriculum.' In a sense, that raises a different cognitive level' to'be

addressed by a thinking skills taxonomy. How do the - cognitive and .

metacognitive aspects of teaching thinking relate to, the needs of

particular subject matter and'the problems, topics, or issues

charatteristic of that subject matter? Kitchener calls this epietemic

cognition, how' individuals, understand the nature of problems and decide

what kinds of strategies are appropriate for solving them
.24

To some

' extent, school personnel confront this problem as they try to locate the

appropriate mdterAals'for infusing thinking into the existing curricula.

o
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In many cases,

especially if

subject'Aretie.

. .

teachers may need to develop materials themselves. 4

they try to incorporate thinking consistently across several

In particular content areas, the citiestions of scope and

sequence of the thinking skills consistent 0,th"child.dlyelopment is
iit A

another practi 1 issue relative to epistemic cognition that requires

dialogue among Or

available that,can,
e

teachers of that.dubject. Some published material is

be helpful to educators working in particular subject

areas,.but these resources are few in number. Law in a Free Society, is a

program in American govegnment,that deyelops crIticai;thinking abilities.

Science A Process Approach (SAPA) and the. Science Curriculum Improvement

Study (SCIS) are two programs dating back to the`curricuium development

projects of the 1060's that we now can recognize as thinking-based'programs

oriented to problem solving in scientific inquiry.

A final consideratiOn of finding appropriate materials. for teaching

thinking is the question of assessment. How do we test youngsters to,find

Drat whether, in fact, their essential or complex.thinking proceises have

progressed? This review cannot begin to discuss the'intricacies of the

Cornell Critical Thinking;Teet or the Nelejersey Test of:geasiming Skills

br the Ross Test 0 Higher Cognitive_Progesses, but the obvious

relationship between what is meant by thinking-and what is assessed by

thinking skills inseiurnents/ cannot be ignored. Do we examine only the

cognitive abilities or are ye concerned with metacognitive and epistemic

cognitive progress as well? If so, hO do we measure achievement in these

areas? Row effective are the testing materials provided by the numerous

published program6 and how, relevant are the data.developed by such

21
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batteries to other testing programs,characteristic of schools? -The many

issues yet to be resolved are extensive and complex:

In Conclusion
. .

Focusing our attention on what we mean by thinking makes 'it necessary

to consider the various .levels of thought that humane are capable of. The

r
complexity of the cognitive process becomeA evident. A three-level model

has been generated by this examination: Cognition - the skills associated

with essential and complex processes; Metacognition - the skills 'associated

with the learner's awareness'of his/her own.thinking; and Episteinic

Cognii:ton the kills associated with understanding the limits orknowing,
6. *I

I

as in a particular subject matter, and the nature of problems that can be

addled by the thinker.

Once this "taxonomy" is considered, educators can examine the kinds of.

material available to them for enhancing-thinking insiruction'ini,the

'classroom. They may also bedome aware that they need to give much more

attention to deciding how toyelate thinking to the current school, progrim,

to teachers' understanding-of what thinking is and what that means to

student development and classroom instruction, and how to assess student.* .

1
achievement in the various abilities related to thinking:

,

Without such an understanding of what we mean by thi ing, it is'
. ,

unlikely we can even begin to address the extensive problems associated

with the development of students' higher cognitive performance.

.
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